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CHRISTMAS EVE IN ‘FOURTY-FOUR  
by Patrick Muse 

 

Riddled by the mice of time, elbowed back by current woe, 
His memory, a persistent chime, kept asking, “Was it really so?” 

Was it so that English ground trembled under watcher’s feet 
From the swelling organ sound of our lifting bomber fleet? 

Was is it true our aircraft thundered blindly up through  winter night, 
Spaced apart in seconds numbered, tensely keyed in crowded flight? 

Then breaking through to dawn’s domain above a sea of rumpled snow 
Pierced by scattered rising planes escaping from the night below. 

To gather in a lifting tide and enter with a long chandelle the 
Buncher circle ten miles wide, a stately clockwise carousel. 

Circling slow the group was formed as planes slid into charted place. 
Fifty bombers strong it swarmed in gleaming, undulating grace. 

East-southeast the group then flew to join up with an endless flow, 
Two thousand bombers plus a few to strike the Reich a heavy blow. 

High above and on its flanks one thousand escort fighters spread to 
guard the monstrous droning ranks against the heavies’ deepest dread. 

In this vast extended column o’er nineteen thousand airmen flew, miles 
above the snows of Belgium where Rundstedt’s tanks had broken through. 

Tethered each to battle station by oxygen umbilical, guarding fatal 
disconnection with roll calls at close interval. 

Electric heated gloves and socks kept hands and feet from gangrene reeze. 
At four miles high the readings dropped to minus fifty-five degrees. 

Above the Cyclone’s four-part roar earphones warned of airborne Huns, of 
Messerschmitts, a score or more, engaging with our Fifty-Ones. 

As one, without need for talk, formations tightened, wing to waist, 
As gunners searched around the clock for other Staffels to be faced. 

A ramming, falling flaming hell, at two o’clock the battle raged, too far to 
tell whose fighters fell or know what this melee presaged. 

For it was then some One-O-Nines, those distant, diving, darting gleams, 
had harrowed through our fighter lines to shoot down thirteen ‘Seventeens. 

The German planes then dove for cover, those still left above to fly, 
Our Fifty-Ones returned to hover aloft in contrail-ribboned sky. 

So it was, that Christmas Eve above Liege in ‘Fourty-four, that bombers 
fell like burning leaves from group behind an group before. 

Fourth Combat Wing the Eighth had led and paid the toll of leading; 
General Castle among it’s dead, the torn, the burned, the bleeding. 



The bloodied bomb groups made amends as wingmen pulled ahead to lead. In  
time they’d mourn their fallen friends, but now they marched at cruising speed. 

On, the mammoth bomber strike, into snow-clad Germany, 
Dividing then and spreading like the branches of a deadly tree. 

Each branch a combat wing to hunt it’s marshalling yard below, 
with shells and ammo for the front inside the boxcars, row on row. 

The gods of war, in recompense, gave Babenhausen to the fourth; 
A small town on the river Gunz, a Danube feeder flowing North. 

No One-O-Nines, some heavy flak announced the Fourth Wing’s bombing run 
As far below the rows of track lay waiting in the sun. 

Stark black shadows on the snow gave depth and detail seldom seen 
by bombardiers who each let go eight five-hundreds falling clean. 

Pristine Bavarian snow was stained as Grey-brown mushrooms marched in train 
Into munition-laden wains, the smoke lit up with gouts of flame. 

Across the vast grey-white design a long dark plume hung frozen, 
Four miles down and far behind  the yards of Babenhausen. 

The undercast closed in again in Europe’s fickle winter sway. 
Below, the endless rumpled plain; aloft, the blue eternal day. 

Far to the south, on turning home a dazzling white and jagged strand 
Upthrusting into azure dome; the northern Alps of Switzerland. 

The pilots trimmed their lightened ships and set fuel mixtures auto-lean 
To reach home base with safe reserve for English winter’s vented spleen. 

A tired vigilance adhered and aircrews traded no retorts 
Save terse response to bombardiers’ periodic oxygen reports. 

Dutch coast cleared, the planes descended to life-sustaining air and then  
Rubber snouted, goggled creatures became smooth faced young men again. 

Eager ungloved fingers fluttered to bring first cigarette to light, 
And inhaling crewman shuddered with indescribable delight. 

Command sets cracked warnings tense of weather front in Britain, 
Of swiftly rolling fog so dense some bases were now hidden. 

Droning over Suffolk’s face of winter patchwork brown and grey, 
His group reached their open base late in the lowering somber day. 

The landing pattern then reversed their Buncher circle of the dawn. 
Low squadron’s bombers landed first while upper squadrons circled on. 

With fuel near gone the ships touched down at ninety miles an hour, 
A tire kissing tarmac sound and rolling past the tower. 

Incoming fog with nightfall mixed to cast a shroud upon the land 
As the last plane, the forty-sixth, was taxied to its hardstand. 

Air crew officers debriefed and gunners cleaned their fifties, 
Then the mission was relieved while downing surgeon’s whiskey. 

Fatigue and bourbon’s warm caress had many eyelids dropping shut 
And most, forsaking combat mess biked to their waiting Nissen huts. 

To sleep, exhausted, unaware of scores of bombers overhead, 
Their bases lost to fog somewhere, seeking runways, food, and bed. 

‘Seventeen’s in scattered clusters flew with landing lights ablaze. 
Red and green flares’ lurid lusters staining fog bank’s swirling haze. 

Canadians in Lancasters with sergeant-pilots flying, 
Skimming over frost rimed firs, their inline Merlins whining. 



Long into misty night they came, the rear guard of the mission, 
Their weary pilots’ common aim; getting down without collision. 

Controllers in the Rougham tower did yeoman work with skill an care, 
Safely landing in two hours the homeless bombers circling there 

All save one, a battered fort whose pilots flew it all that way 
To crash and burn an scant mile short, and hours short of Christmas day. 

The transient planes were parked in rows where drab green lancs in dozens 
Tilted double browning nose at shining yankee cousins. 

When grown crew signaled last shutdown and piston rods made final clack, 
A blessed peace, the only sound  the ticking sound of cooling stacks. 

Then in silence all around as sodden snow began to light, 
From distant chapel came the sound of airmen singing Silent Night. 

Near fifty Christmas Eves have passed since snowy night in ‘Forty-four. 
Still mingled with years amassed, the singing and the Cyclones’ roar. 
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